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Silver Spike

By Bradley Eade and Laurence Zappa

Silver Spike is a rail race that requires fitness, strength, good
stamina and team spirit. The aim is to complete a 13 metres
railway track safely in the shortest time possible.
The teams that enter the race metres track to touch the buffer
have to win their Regional Finals at the end of the track.
In the olden days, it would
to be part of the State Final at
take
the tracklaying gangs about
the EKKA.
two
hours to lay 13 metres of
Four teams entered the
track,
but it takes the Silver Spike
State Final this year, Southern
competitors
only 6-7 minutes.
Queensland, Central Queensland,
Tim
Hiller
from the Northern
Northern Queensland and the All
District
team
said
“I have been
Stars.
competing
in
Silver
Spike for 10
The four finalist teams
years
and
have
enjoyed
it from
compete against each other in
the
start.
I
joined
the
Northern
a round robin series, two teams
at time. In each heat the six District team for the fun of the
members of the team have to lay sport.”
Congratulations to the
20 sleepers, place the rails onto
Southern
District team, this
them, hammer in the dog spikes
years
champions.
and push a pump cart along the 13

The Brisbane Show Camp is a joint program of the Royal National
Agricultural and Industrial Association of Queensland, and Education
Queensland.

Brothers from
Show Camp!

Brisbane Show Camp is
something very special that
only happens once a year
and is a “once in a lifetime”
experience for the lucky
participants.
2008 marks the 80th
anniversary of the Camp and the
17th year of the EKKA Courier,
which is the free newspaper
produced by the students.
Brisbane Show Camp is
for students in years six and
seven attending Queensland
State Schools. The camp is a
partnership between Education
Queensland and the RNA and
is conducted by the Brisbane
Urban Environmental Education
Centre.
To be part of Show Camp
students have to be nominated
by their school and submit a
news article, a statement about
themselves and why they should
be selected. A maximum of 20
children are selected each year.
It is not uncommon to have
siblings attending Show Camp.
This is the case of James and Tim
Stevens. James attended Show
Camp in 2003. At that time he
had the opportunity to build his
literacy skills, live at the EKKA
for nine days and make plenty
of friends.
James said “A lot has changed
in the past five years; they didn’t
have all this new and improved

By Tim Stevens

technology when I was there.”
When James came to Show
Camp students mostly learnt
about and wrote news articles.
At this year’s camp, however,
his younger brother Tim has
learnt about digital recorders
and cameras, photo manipulation
techniques, newspaper layout,
vox pops, podcasting and video
editing.
No matter how the technology
has changed, both brothers
reckon that one of the highlights
of Show Camp is seeing their
articles getting published for
thousands of people to read.

Past and present Show
Campers Tim and James
Stevens

The EKKA Courier is a publication of the
Brisbane Show Camp.
The Camp, for students from year 6 and 7 in
Queensland State Schools, is conducted by the
Brisbane Urban Environmental Education Centre
for Education Queensland.
The EKKA Courier can also be found on the web at:
www.urbaneec.eq.edu.au/showcamp.html

www.urbaneec.eq.edu.au/showcamp.html
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Baaa Baaa Damara Sheep

At the EKKA this year
there are some gorgeous
Damara sheep lazing around
at the Animal Boulevard being
admired by many excited
onlookers.
Judy Forbes has been
bringing her eight Damara sheep
to the EKKA from her home in
Rosevale for the last six years.
Damaras are very hardy, agile
and alert animals, their fat tail
is like a camel’s hump. It stores
fat to use when it’s hot and dry,
and when it’s hard to get food.
They are meat sheep and their
meat is known to be juicy and
flavoursome, without the strong

Stacey Kennedy and Judy
Forbes with the Damara
Sheep.

By Chelsea Blinco and
Stacey Kennedy

smell that most mutton has.
It is possible for Damaras
to have lambs at the age of 13
months, they are all-season
breeders and can breed every
nine months. Males are very
protective and do not hesitate to
use their horns.
Damara sheep can be crossed
with any other breed of sheep
to then make a breed called
the “Meatmaster”. The best
cross would be with “Dorpers”,
another hardy and easy care breed
from South Africa.
Judy Forbes has been farming
Damaras for 8-9 years and has
400-500 of her own.
“One of the bonuses with
farming the Damara sheep is
that they are easily cared for
because they do not need to be
shorn,” Judy said.
Damaras come in all colours
and are easy to manage on a small
farms and make good pets.
You don’t have to crutch
them as they are unattractive to
blow flies.
Judy and the sheep can’t wait
to see you, so come down and
have a look for yourself and see
how wonderful they are!

CLIMBING WALL

By John Moloney
and Sean Rynne

The
Queensland
Government Department of
Sport and Recreation has
set up a climbing wall at the
2008 EKKA. The aim is to
encourage children to have
their thirty minutes of daily
activity.
Everyone who attempts to
climb the 8.5 metres wall wears
a safety harness that is connected
to machine called Belay in a Box.
The wall has a series of hand and
foot holds to help people climb
to the top. There are different
levels of difficulties on the
course ranging from beginners
to experts.
“You get a full body workout
and a free show bag for attempting
to climb the wall”, said Wade,
from the climbing wall crew. His
hint to climbers it to use their legs
because they are the strongest

By Grace Kettle
and Lucy Anthony

70 thousand tasting spoons are
needed during the EKKA!
Bees are very important, contributing more to the agricultural
industry than just honey. A third
of what we eat relies on the bees
pollinating crops.
They make honey for eating,
wax for candles and a special type
of honey used as a medicine on
wounds.
A country without bees is
certainly going to have a lot of
trouble producing food.

muscles in their body.
The wall looks like a
semicircular rock face and
is made of a material called
polyurethane. For transportation
the wall is laid over flat and then
is connected to a tow bar of a
vehicle.
The wall is climbable
everyday of the EKKA. It is
located in between the Toyota
and Coffee Club Pavilions.

30 minutes a day can
save your life

The Government Pavilion
at the 2008 EKKA offers
lots of information for
visitors, including tips on
how to save water and have

Come on in for a buzz!
At the Brisbane Exhibition
this year, there is a wonderful
display on bees, honey and
honey-made products. The
exhibition is outstanding!
There are free honey samples,
fantastic bee wax creations and a
beehive with around 30 thousand
live bees.
Three types of honey are
available for sampling; cavies ironbark honey from the
Inglewood area, spotted gum
honey from Motto area, and tea
tree honey from the Sunshine
Coast.
It is estimated that 60 to
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“Our Australian bees are very
healthy, we are very fortunate
that we don’t have Varroa mites.
Australia is the only continent
that doesn’t have the Varroa
mite and we hope that it never
will arrive in Australia”, said
Marion Weatherhead, a member
of the Queensland Beekeepers’
Association.
Varroa mites are tiny mites
that get on top of the bee and
suck its blood.
There are also bee-handling
demonstrations four times daily.
Come visit this amazing display
in the Agriculture Hall.

By Kyle Pettigrew

an environmentally friendly
house. There are also displays
promoting healthy lifestyles.
The ‘Eat Well Be Active’
program, an initiative of
the Department of Local
Government, Planning, Sport
and Recreation, aims to get
people active, eat healthily and
develop good living habits.
Children can try out a fitness
test course. The course consists
of running up and down a small
flight of stairs, running through
tyre hoops and then balancing on
a zigzag balancing bar.
At the end of the course each
participant gets a free tennis
ball.
30 minutes of exercise a day
could keep you active and healthy
and save your life.
So come on down to the
Government Pavilion and get
active.

Show Camp thanks IKEA
for their support at the 2008 EKKA

Friday, August 15, 2008
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Fabulous Fashion

Modelling
on high!

Fashion at the 2008 EKKA
showcases a whole new range
of wool, leather and cotton
garments. There is an amazing
fashion show at The MEATing
Centre three times a day.
Madalyn Ouwerkerk is one
of the youngest models in the
show. In her gorgeous green
dress and her high heels she
makes the catwalk come to life,
along with the other 11 models.
This 16-year-old superstar
model loves to strut her stuff on
the catwalk. She models many
different items but
her favourite is a big
green bow dress.
She started
modelling when
she was nine and
professionally
when she was 13.
“When I started, as
I had just turned 13
I didn’t get given
much work, you know, for a
young girl,” she said.
“My plans for the future
are to model all over the world,
Japan, Paris, I would love to
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By Grace Keidge

The Coffee Club Fashion
Parade at the 2008 EKKA is
magnificent. Thousands of
people flock to see the five daily
shows held in the Coffee Club
Auditorium.
As the lights fade and the
music starts, models appear
wearing gorgeous creations in
quality wool and cotton fabrics from Queensland’s most
talented and celebrated designers. The parade also includes a
student design section, featuring
outfits by students from QUT
Creative Industries Fashion, and
Metropolitan South Institute of
TAFE.
Flashing lights, music and
colourful backdrops enhance

each of the seven segments featuring everything from glamourous gowns to casual chic.
The parade ends with a
collection of stunning bridal
gowns.
Another highlight is a segment featuring colourful, frilled
evening dresses accessorized
with carnival masks. These
make a vibrant scene, with natural fibres in bright pink, mauve
and gold, along with jewels and
feathers.
Visitors can also vote for
their favourite young model in
the ‘New Faces of the EKKA’
aspiring model search, with
the chance to win a great prize
package.

By Emily Thompson
Photographs: Kirsty Smith

travel. But if I don’t, then I guess
I would like to do something in
science,” Madalyn said.
It sounds like her dreams
are coming true as Madalyn is
heading to New York after the
EKKA. She is looking forward
to parading in the New York
Fashion Week and travelling
overseas for the first time. In
the mean time she takes media,
art and business classes at her
high school.

Show Camp
highly
recommends the

Cafe Alex

in Alexandria Street
(opposite the Circus)
when dining at the EKKA

www.urbaneec.eq.edu.au/showcamp.html
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IT’S A DOGS LIFE
By Lana Farina and Kirsty Smith

Pedigree has been a major
sponsor of the EKKA for 30
years and has had a display
since 1999. The stall is here to
provide advice and give people
information about how to care
for their dogs.
There is a small area where
children can have the experience
of patting and playing with dogs.
All breeds of dogs are on show
even if they aren’t pure-bred.
Every day around three different breeds are featured.
The most popular dogs are
working dogs, but the little dogs

are also very cute. Families
are most attracted to the dogs’
display.
Dogs used in the display
have to be at least nine weeks
old, confident around humans
and not scared of people.
They also have to be properly
groomed and washed, especially
longhaired dogs.
Pedigree is selling show bags
for dogs, which include postcards, dog food and more.
Stop by the Pedigree stall
for information, and supplies
for your dog.

Friday, August 15, 2008

Food and lots more
By Matt Esler

EKKA-goers are able to
have a taste of fine food at the
Woolworths Pavilion. There
are also stalls giving lifestyle
hints and free entertainment
for the whole family.
From wines to dairy products, visitors have the chance to
taste free samples supplied by
many stallholders. Chocolates,
nougats, cordials, ice creams and
candies are certain to be family
favourites.
Every day from 10 am there
are cooking demonstrations
every half hour, giving the
audience lots of tips on how to

Rain, Rain Go Away I’m
Throwing Gumboots Today
Wednesday’s inaugural Gumboot
Throwing Competition was a huge hit
for both children and adults at the 2008
EKKA. The aim of the game is to throw a
gumboot as far as you can to win heaps of
great prizes.
There were three different categories: under
eights, under twelves, and adults. If you wanted
to compete, the rules were simple, choose
a gumboot that matches your shoe size and
throw it underarm. Flying gumboots landing
out of bounds entertained the large crowd that
gathered to watch.
In the under eights category there was
only one competitor, Alex, who was thrilled
with his prize of a DVD. Tim Stevens, from
Education Queensland’s Show Camp, won the
under twelves category with a massive throw
of 26 metres, which was further than any of the
adult throws. Also from Show Camp, Laurence
Zappa was the runner-up and Jonathan Bennett
came third.
Winner of the adult section was a young
man named Seamus, with the runner-up being
Dairy Cattle Steward, Mr Kenley Waldron.
Third place went to Mr Jonathan Tunney, CEO
of the Royal National Association.
The Aussie Gumboot Company donated all
gumboots. These boots are made in Echuca,
Victoria, and are the only gumboots wholly
made in Australia. The boots will be auctioned
for charity, with the proceedings going to the
Royal Children’s Hospital.
This new event was so popular with both
spectators and competitors that it will certainly be repeated at next year’s EKKA, so
practice throwing gumboots for next year’s
competition.

By Daniele Rathbone, Tim
Stevens, Jonathan Bennett and
Grace Keidge.

Mr Keith Enchelmaier shows his style at the
Gumboot Throwing Competition.

cook delicious meals using fresh
ingredients.
The visitors can also gain
valuable advice from Diabetes
Australia - Queensland.
“We are here to inform
people about what type of food
they can eat and where to get
professional help”, said Tracey
Hanlon from Diabetes Australia
- Queensland.
There is also live entertainment every day from 4.30 pm
when a great jazz band, led by
Dan Quigley, provides a relaxing
atmosphere to end a tiring day.

A Family
Tradition
By Alice Tanzer-Wilde and
Emily Thompson

The Sunny Queen Smile
Zone Circus at the EKKA is
better than ever this year. The
Circus is a family affair, with
seventh generation performers, Justin, Jessie and Jansen
Grant.
The Grant brothers have
been involved in show business
for 10 years and have been performing with The Sunny Queen
Smile Zone Circus for the past
three years. They were born to
be performers and learnt their
stunts from family members
and friends.
Justin and Jessie Grant specialise in flips and gymnastics
while Jansen Grant juggles fire.
The brothers have been training
and honing their many talents
and enjoy performing for audiences of all ages.
The Circus consists of five
acts by numerous performers.
The acts include trapeze, fire
juggling, horse riding, flips and
Bollywood.
The circus is located in the
E.A.T. Precinct on Alexandria
Street in the yellow and red tent.
So for a show of exhilarating
tricks, death defying displays
and acts of skill, roll up to
The Sunny Queen Smile Zone
Circus.

Friday, August 15, 2007
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Fine fireworks WHISKAS POUNCES
ON THE EKKA!
By Lana Farina and Kirsty Smith

TheEKKAWhiskasDisplay
is showing many breeds of cats.
Visitors can admire and pat
these adorable furry friends
at the stall.
Experts at the stand provide
information to the public about
cat care and different breeds of
cats, including Maine Coon,
Siamese, Devon Rex, Sphynx,
Exotic Shorthair, Scottish Fold,
British Shorthair and Birman.
The most expensive and

By Tyrone McIntosh

Every evening during the
2008 EKKA, Howard Brothers Pyrotechnics provide the
popular fireworks and laser
show. This is the first time that
they have supplied fireworks
for the EKKA.
It takes six hours to put
together around 2000 fireworks
for each evening display. Approximately 18000 fireworks
will be set off during the whole
of the EKKA.
For safety reasons, every
firework display is assembled
by hand. Fireworks handled
correctly are quite safe. Mr Bob
Blore, one of the pyrotechnicians, said “There is no need to

Mortar canisters and control
panel used each night for the
fireworks.

Cracking Up at the EKKA

worry, all the workers are trained
to handle the fireworks.” Only
sometimes during displays there
are small grass fires which can
be easily put out.
Fireworks are made of gunpowder and other minerals which
make the different colours. For
example, the gold fireworks have
iron which burns slowly and
gives up a golden colour.
The amazing fireworks display happens everyday at 8:15pm
at the Energex Main Arena.

Fabulous Fine Arts
By Tyrone McIntosh

There are many interesting
cookery, creative art and craft,
and painting, drawing and
photography exhibits in the
creative arts section.
In the cookery competition
there is a fascinating display of
iced cakes.
One of them looks like a sack
of potatoes with a pumpkin, and
another is in the shape of an ocean
diorama.
The embroidery section
comprises 17 classes which
include a range of amazing
works, such as Duchess sets,
tablecloths and runners, and wall
hangings.
Portraits, still lifes and
landscapes are some of the works

unusal breed on display is the
Sphynx which originated in
Egypt. Unlike other cats, it has
no hair. They can cost around
$1800.
The animals are displayed
inside fully air-conditioned
glass cages to keep them
comfortable.
They are not scared of the
public as they are trained to
stay calm, even when people are
crowding around them.

that the public can appreciate
in the painting and drawing
competition.
These fine art works are on
display during the whole EKKA.
They are certain to provide
excellent free entertainment for
the whole family.

Whip boxing is at the
EKKA, at the Nova stage near
Sideshow Alley.
Whip boxing is a sport where
two competitors wearing protective clothing fight it out with
stock whips.
Point are scored by hitting
the opponent “between the eyes”
with the whip. The winner is the
first to get three points.
The competitors wear a long
Driza-bone, which covers to just
below their knees. They also
wear a glove on one hand and
have to keep the other hand in

By Sean Rynne and John
Moloney

their pocket. They also wear a
fencing helmet to protect their
faces.
If they take their hand out of
their pocket or loose their whip it
is a “sin” and the other competitor
gets a free shot.
The whip boxing has been
bringing in big crowds to the
Nova Stage.
So if you want to be entertained, amazed and amused come
to the whip boxing and enjoy
yourself.

Don’t forget
Headst@rt 4Students
every Tuesday in the Courier-Mail.

www.urbaneec.eq.edu.au/showcamp.html
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The EKKA Courier is produced by the 2008 Show
Camp, a residential camp for State Primary School
students conducted by Education Queensland.
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Young Judges
Score Highly
By Sean Rynne and Tyrone McIntosh

Winners of the Soroptimist Award for Show Camp Young
Judges are Sean Rynne, Tyrone McIntosh, Grace Kettle and
Chelsea Blinco.
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This year at the EKKA the
Young Judging has been hotly
contested. Some competitions
were Horses, both Stud and
Prime Beef, Dairy Cattle,
Dairy Goats, Angora and Boer
Goats and Stud Sheep.
Young judges have five or
ten minutes, depending on the
competition, to choose their
placings of the livestock or
fleeces, usually presented in
one to three sets of exhibits.
When the score cards are tallied,
those with enough points for
placement order are required to
speak on the reasons for their
judging order.
Sashes are presented
for Highly Commended to
all entrants in the speaking
section, with Winners sashes
and prize money to the top three
competitors.
A special award to Show
Campers competing in the
Young Judges Competitions
was awarded by the Soroptimist
International.
The winners were Grace
Kettle and Chelsea Blinco in

the girls section and Sean Rynne
and Tyrone McIntosh in the boys
section.
Results
Horses: 1st Rebecca Lalich;
2nd Jacqui O’Sullivan; 3rd Lucy
Anthony.
The Stud Beef section
attracted large numbers of
competitors. 1st Bart Bowen;
2nd Tamika Spann; 3rd Cayb
Schwerin.
Prime Beef: 1st BJ Schwerin;
2nd Lincolon McIntyre; 3rd Ben
Parssmore.
Wool : 1st Heidi Enchelmaier;
2nd Stacy Kennedy; 3rd Daniele
Rathbone.
Dairy Cattle: 1st Grace
Kettle; 2nd Sean Rynne; 3rd
Tyrone McIntosh.
Dairy Goats: 1st Sam Hanson;
2nd Mikhala Christensen; 3rd
Marshall Hanson.
Angora Goats: 1st Grace
Kettle; 2nd Petra Kliese; 3rd
Tracy Bennet.
Boer Goats: 1st Chelsea
Blinco; 2nd Sasha Geyer; 3rd
Grace Kettle.
Stud Sheep: Unavailable.

A GREAT FAMIILY TRADITION

See you at the Ekka
August 2009

